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Abstract

This thesis presents a wide-range parametric modeling technique utilizing enhanced 

Parallel Automatic Data Generation (PADG) and Parallel Multiple ANN Training 

(PMAT) techniques. A Parallel Model Decomposition (PMD) technique is proposed for 

neural network models with wide input parameter ranges. In this technique, wide ranges 

o f input parameters are decomposed into small sub-ranges. Multiple neural networks with 

simple structures, hereby referred as sub-models, are trained to learn the input-output 

relationship with their corresponding sub-ranges o f  input parameters. A frequency 

selection method has been proposed to reduce the sub-models training time and increase 

the accuracy o f sub-models. Once developed, these sub-models cover the entire ranges of 

parameters and provide an accurate model for microwave components with wide ranges 

o f parameters. A Quasi-Elliptic filter example is used to illustrate the validity o f this 

technique.

The PADG technique and PMAT technique exploit the full utilization o f a parallel 

computational platform that consists of multiple computers with multiple processors. 

Task distribution strategies have been proposed for both techniques. The proposed 

techniques have achieved remarkable speed gains against the conventional neural 

network data generation and training processes. A parallel Back Propagation training 

implementation using multiple graphics processing units is proposed for the first time. A 

modular neural network application example has been presented to demonstrate the 

advantages o f PMAT techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations

With the efficient use of Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools, the design o f Radio 

Frequency (RF) and microwave circuits and systems has seen a considerable growth. 

Behaviors o f circuits and systems, such as performance, stability, reliability and 

manufacturability, etc., can be predicted by CAD tools before hardware implementation. 

However, as the signal frequency increases, the microwave/RF design becomes more 

complicated. Even simple devices and circuits at high frequency may require relatively 

complex models to correctly predict their high frequency behaviors. Modeling these 

complex models is considered to be a major challenge in the CAD implementation. The 

conventional electrical models are no longer accurate. The electromagnetic (EM) effect 

becomes the necessary element to be included in the accurate models. However, detailed 

EM simulations have been well recognized computationally intensive. There is growing 

need to develop fast and reliable CAD tools to meet the advanced requirements in RF and 

microwave design areas.
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In recent years, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been recognized as a 

powerful tool for RF and microwave modeling and design [1]. ANNs have been applied 

to a wide variety o f applications in RF and microwave area, such as passive microwave 

structures [2], transistors [3], antennas [4], amplifiers [5], waveguide filters [6], 

microwave optimization [7], etc. ANNs can be developed and trained from physics/EM 

simulation or measurement data by learning input-output relationships. The trained 

models can be used to represent previously learned physics/EM behaviors, and can also 

be used to respond to the new data that has not been used for ANN development. Due to 

the particular learning ability, ANNs can generalize physics/EM behaviors and provide 

fast and accurate solution to the new data. ANNs can be more accurate than the 

polynomial regression models [8], handle more dimensions than the look-up tables [9], 

faster than detailed EM simulation [10], and easier to develop when a new 

device/technology is introduced [11].

With continuing development in the applications of ANN to microwave design, there 

is growing need to reduce the cost of ANN model development. During the model 

development using neural network, more data points in the model input parameter space 

are required to best represent the target problems when they become complicated. In 

other words, the amount o f the training data is determined by the complexity o f the target 

problem. As a result, data generation can be expensive because of the need for a large 

amount o f training data. Many advanced techniques has been proposed to reduce the 

amount o f training data for developing neural network models while keeping a high level 

of model accuracy, such as knowledge based neural networks (KBNN) [12], space- 

mapping neural networks [13] [14]. Another direction is to develop an automatic tool to
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accelerate data generation. Parallel computational techniques have been applied to reduce 

the cost o f training data generation by driving multiple EM/physics/circuit simulators 

simultaneously on multiple processors on one computer [15]. With the development o f 

computer technology, computers can be interconnected by local networks to share the 

work load [16]. Parallel computational techniques for interconnected computers can also 

be applied to training data generation to further reduce the cost of EM/physics/circuit 

simulations. One motivation o f the thesis is to take full use of interconnected computer 

resources to accelerate training data generation.

With the increase in the complexity o f RF/microwave components structures, the 

dimensions o f the inputs and the outputs o f neural network are increasing. Modular 

neural networks (MNN) have been developed to address the challenge o f high

dimensional modeling problems [17] [18]. This technique decomposes a complex 

RF/microwave component structure into several simple substructures then develops 

several simple sub-neural-network modules, hereby referred as sub-models. These sub

models are combined with equivalent-circuit model to produce an approximate solution 

o f the entire component. The main objective o f modular neural network is to develop a 

high-dimensional neural network model, which is too expensive to develop using a 

conventional neural network approach. The conventional method to train modular neural 

networks is to train one sub-model after another. In order to reduce the cost of sub

models training, applying parallel computational technique to the modular neural network 

training is another motivation o f the thesis.

As the signal frequency increases, the RF/microwave design becomes more and 

more complex. Design parameters need to be searched in a wide range to address the
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design optimization challenge over a wide frequency range. Existing neural network 

techniques often become inefficient for microwave components with wide-range 

parameters. Developing an efficient and accurate parametric modeling technique for 

neural networks with wide input parameter ranges is the third motivation o f the thesis.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

As stated in the thesis’s motivation, the main contribution o f this thesis is to develop 

an efficient and accurate parametric modeling technique towards wide input parameter 

problems utilizing parallel data generation and parallel multiple ANN training techniques. 

In this thesis, the following works are presented:

(1) The development of an enhanced data generator making use o f interconnected 

computer resources. A unified task distribution algorithm based on the available 

computational resources is presented. The parallel automatic data generation reduces 

human labor and achieves high speed gains for the neural network data generation 

stage. The advantages of utilizing this technique are demonstrated through the 

comparison by the proposed technique and the existing parallel data generation 

technique.

(2) Two parallel computational approaches for multiple neural network training are 

explored to accelerate the sub-models training process of modular neural networks. 

We propose to train multiple sub-models simultaneously on a group o f 

interconnected computers. Another novel ANN training approach, called parallel 

multiple ANN training on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), is pioneered by
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parallelizing Back Propagation (BP) training algorithm on multiple GPUs. Example 

o f utilizing both techniques for modular neural network training o f a microwave 

cavity filter is demonstrated.

(3) Wide-range parametric modeling technique using parallel computational approaches 

is proposed. This technique decomposes the wide input parameter ranges o f neural 

network into smaller parts and develops multiple independent sub-models with 

simple structures. Training data generation and sub-models training are executed 

concurrently on a group o f interconnected computers. A frequency selection strategy 

is proposed to determine the working frequency range o f each sub-model. Each sub

model is only trained with training data samples inside its working frequency range. 

The accuracy and efficiency o f sub-models are further increased after applying 

frequency selection strategy. This technique provides an efficient and accurate 

solution to address the challenge o f developing neural network with wide input 

parameter ranges.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows.

In chapter 2, the procedures o f neural network model development are reviewed at 

the beginning. Neural network structure and the training algorithm, which are the two 

major issues in developing neural network models, are described in detail. Two kinds o f 

hybrid parallel computational architectures and programming interfaces are briefly
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reviewed. Existing techniques to accelerate neural network data generation and training 

are explained.

In chapter 3, an enhanced data generation technique is proposed. The new efficient 

data generate technique is aimed at generation o f  massive data for neural network without 

intensively using human labor while achieving high performance gains.

In chapter 4, parallel multiple ANN training techniques on CPU and GPU are 

explored. These techniques aim at accelerating sub-models training stage o f modular 

neural network. The speed up is proven by comparing the sub-models training time o f the 

two proposed techniques with the conventional ANN training method.

Chapter 5 introduces, a novel neural network model decomposition technique. This 

technique addresses the challenge of developing an efficient and accurate neural network 

model with wide input parameter ranges. A microwave filter example is provided to 

demonstrate the efficiency and validity o f the proposed technique.

Finally, conclusions o f the thesis are presented in chapter 6. Recommendations for 

applying parallel techniques towards other neural network algorithms and developing an 

intelligent model decomposition technique are also made.
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review and Background

2.1 Neural Network Applications in RF/Microwave Design

The rapid development in the RF/microwave industry has led to needs o f creating 

efficient statistical design techniques, which places enhanced demands on 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools for RF/microwave designs [19]. During the CAD 

process, the most critical step is to develop efficient and accurate models o f 

RF/microwave circuits and components [20], A variety o f modeling approaches have 

been introduced for RF/microwave components [21][22][23]. Some o f them are 

computationally efficient but are short o f accuracy or are limited in the degree o f 

nonlinearity. Hence, they are not considered to be suitable models for RF/microwave 

design. Detailed electromagnetic (EM) and physics models o f active/passive components 

offer excellent accuracy, but the models are computationally intensive, which limits their 

application in RF/microwave design.

Recently, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) technology has been introduced as an 

unconventional technology in the RF/microwave modeling, simulation and optimization. 

ANN processes the ability o f learning from samples of input-output data and establishes
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accurate nonlinear relationships [1]. ANN has been proved to have distinguished 

advantage of being both fast and accurate. In the past few years, ANN has been widely 

used in a variety o f RF/microwave design, such as microstrip interconnects [12], vias 

[24], spiral inductors [25], FET devices [26], HBT devices [27], HEMT devices [28], 

coplanar waveguide (CPW) circuit components [2], mixers [29], embedded components 

[30][31][32], packaging and interconnects [33], etc. Neural network has also been used in 

circuit simulation and optimization [10][34], signal integrity analysis and optimization o f 

high-speed VLSI interconnects [33][35], microstrip circuit design [36], process design 

[37], circuit synthesis [38], EM-optimization [39], global modeling [40] and microwave 

impedance matching [41]. These pioneering works have established the framework o f 

neural network modeling technique for both device level and circuit level in 

RF/microwave design.

2.2 Neural Network Model Development Overview

There are four major stages involved in the neural network model development: 

problem identification, data generation, model training and model testing.

The first stage is the identification o f the model inputs and outputting based on the 

purpose o f the model. A certain neural network structure should be properly selected to 

ensure the efficient development o f neural network model.
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The second stage o f neural network model development is data generation. The data 

range should be first defined depending on the target problems. Data generation is 

executed by RF/microwave simulators or measurement to obtain the outputs for each 

input sample. The number o f input samples to be generated should be carefully decided 

so that the developed neural network model can best represent the target problem.

After the training data generation stage is finished, the next stage is ANN training. 

Neural network learns the input-output relationship by iteratively update the weighting in 

the ANN training algorithm. Once trained, the ANN model can be used as an efficient and 

accurate model.

ANN testing is implemented in the final stage. Since testing data has not been used 

by the neural network model, ANN testing is used to determine the performance o f  neural 

networks prediction o f the outputs for the new input data.

2.2.1 Neural Network Structures

The first step in the neural network development is to identify a suitable neural 

network structure. A neural network has two types o f components: processing elements 

called neurons and connections between neurons known as links. It is important to 

determine the size o f neural network structure, i.e., the number o f neurons and the 

number o f hidden layers, to deal with the problems o f under-learning and over-learning.
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Under-learning refers to a small size neural network that cannot learn the target problem 

very well, which is usually caused by insufficient hidden neurons. Over-learning refers to 

a large size neural network that can match the training data very well but cannot 

generalize well to match with the validation data. The reason is that too many hidden 

neurons with insufficient training data lead to too much freedom in the input-output 

relationship represented by a neural network. Hence, many trails of error may be required 

to select a proper neural network structure to meet the desired accuracy o f the neural 

network model.

A variety o f neural network structures have been developed for RF/microwave 

design, such as multilayer perceptrons (MLP), radial basis function (RBF) neural network, 

wavelet neural network, self-organizing maps (SOM) and recurrent neural networks. 

Feedforward neural network is a basic type o f  neural network, which is capable o f 

approximating generic and integrable functions [1]. The most popular type o f neural 

network structure is MLP, which is a feedforward structure that has three typical types o f 

layers: an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer as shown in Figure 

2.1. Suppose the total number o f layers is L. The 1st layer is input layer, the 2nd to (L -  7)th 

layers are the hidden layers and the Llh layer is the output layer. Let the number of 

neurons in the 7th layer be Ni, 7 = 1, 2, ..., L. Let w l represent the weight parameter o f 

the link between the j th neuron o f the (7 -  7)th layer and 7th neuron of the 7th layer. Let Wj0 

represent the value o f 7th neuron in the 7th layer when all the previous hidden layer neuron

10



Layer L 
Output Layer

Layer L - 1 
Hidden Layer

x, x2

Layer 2 
Hidden Layer

Layer 
Input Layer

Figure 2.1 Illustration o f the feedforward Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) structure. The 

MLP structure typically consists o f one input layer, one or more hidden layers and one 

output layer.
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responses are zero, which is known as bias.

Given the inputs x  = [x/: X2, ...,x„]T. Let x, represent the /lh input parameter. L etz '

represent the /th neuron o f layer, which can be computed according to the standard 

MLP formulae as

A  = < ? & » ' , = ,1 =  2 ,3 , . . . ,L  (2.2)
7=0

where cr(*) is the activation function o f hidden neurons. The most commonly used 

activation function is the logistic sigmoid function given by

which has the property

(2 .1)

1 y  —» +oo 

0 y  ->  -co
(2.4)

Other possible activation functions o f <r(«) are the arctangent function

( 2 \
<J( / ) = — arctaniy) 

\ t c  )
(2.5)

and the hyperbolic tangent function

(2 .6)
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The neural network outputs are represented by j  = [y/, y 2, ...,ym]T. The value o f i h neuron 

in the output layer can be obtained as

y i = z ‘-,i = l ,2 , - ,N L,N L =m  (2.7)

where linear activation function is implied for output neurons, which is most suitable for 

RF and microwave modeling problems.

2.2.2 Neural Network Data Generation

Data generation plays an important role in the development o f neural network 

models. Neural network models are considered as black box models. Certain relationship 

between the inputs and outputs are established by the internal learning feature o f neural 

networks. The inputs of neural network models are geometrical/physical parameters, such 

as length, width, frequency, etc. The outputs are obtained design results, such as real and 

imaginary parts o f S-parameters, etc. The input data ranges should be first defined 

depending on the target problems. The training data generation is to obtain a set o f data to 

provide for neural network models to leam the input-output relationship, which are 

sampled slightly beyond the determined input data ranges. During neural network 

training, a set of validation data is required to monitor the training quality and give 

indication to terminate neural network training. After neural network training is 

completed, a set of testing data, with input values within the defined input data ranges, is

13



used to check the final quality o f neural network models.

Training data, validation data and testing data can either be measured data or 

simulated data. In order to ensure the accuracy o f neural network models, sufficient data 

should be measured or simulated. In the microwave/RF design, data are usually obtained 

by detailed software simulators. With the increased complexity in the structures o f 

microwave devices and circuits, the time consumption on simulation is keep increasing. 

Various techniques have been introduced to reduce the quantity o f data required for 

developing an accurate neural network model [12][13][14]. Parallel computational 

approaches have also been introduced for data generation to accelerate the software 

simulators [42]. With the development o f computer technology, more speed gains against 

conventional method are expected to achieve by applying the latest computer technology 

to neural network data generation stage.

2.2.3 Neural Network Training 

2.2.3.1 Training Objective

A neural network model can be developed through an optimization process known as 

training. When all the input information is feedforwarded to the output layer, the neural 

can start to be trained. Let dk be a vector representing the desired output o f the tih training 

sample. Let w = w]t , wj2, ]r representing all weight parameters in the

14



neural network model. The training objective is to minimize the difference between 

neural network outputs and desired outputs, known as error, through updating the weights. 

In other words, the neural network training target is to find an optimal set o f weights such 

that the error is minimized as

where Tr is an index set o f training data, djk is the j h element of dk, yj{xk, w) is the j h

There are various kinds o f training algorithms. Each algorithm has its own scheme 

for updating the weights. Three typical training algorithms: Back Propagation, Conjugate 

Gradient and Quasi-Newton are reviewed as follows.

2.23.2 Back Propagation Training Algorithms

The Back Propagation (BP) is the most popular algorithm for neural network training 

[43]. The BP algorithm calculates the derivation o f the cost function E(w) to weights w 

layer by layer. The weights o f neural network w can be updated along the negative 

direction of the gradient o f E{w) as

mm 1 m

(2 .8)

neural network output for the inputs o f the k!h training sample.

now (2.9)
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Aw> = —nnow t

dET ( h > )

dw + a ( 'v *m, - w ou)  (2 1 °)

where £* is the error o f the tfh training sample, £>r is the error o f all training samples, 

subscription now, old are the current and previous values of weights, tj is the learning rate 

and a is the momentum factor added to avoid the oscillation of the weighting during the 

training process [44]. In Equation (2.9), the weights are updated after each training 

sample is applied to the neural network, which is called update sample-by-sample. In 

Equation (2.10), the weights are updated after all training samples are applied to the 

neural network, which is known as batch mode update.

Various techniques have been introduced to accelerate the Back Propagation training 

process. One aspect is to dynamically adapt the learning rate t], which controls the step 

size o f weight update, based on the number o f training epoch [45][46] or based on the 

training errors [47], Another aspect is to implement the BP algorithm using parallel 

computational approaches. BP has been implemented on Shared Memory Architecture 

(SMA) by Open Multiprocessing (OpenMP) [48], on Distributed Memory Architecture 

(DMA) by Message Passing Interface (MPI) [49] and on Graphics Processing Units 

(GPU) by Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [50][51].
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2.2.3.3 Conjugate Gradient Training Algorithm

The conjugate gradient method is originally derived from quadratic minimization 

and the minimum o f the objective function E  can be efficiently found with Nw iterations

dET,
[lj. With initial gradient g inWal =_ , and direction vector h initiai = - g M tiai, the

d w

conjugate gradient method recursively constructs two vector sequences,

g n e x t = K o w + ^ n o w H h now ( 2 -H )

K e x t ^ - g n o w + Y n o w K o w  ( 2 -1 2 )

T
0______ S n o w S n o w  n\

now~  h T H h  ( }
now now

,T
*ne>

T
S n o w S  now

rm  = s 7"S m  p m )

or,

( g n e x t  g n o w  ) g i  vonext o now / Onext /r\ , r\
I  now ~  T

g  n o w g  now

where h is called the conjugate direction and H  is the Hessian matrix o f the objective 

function ETr. ^  and y are called learning rate, and subscription now, next are the current 

and next values o f g, h, ^  and y , respectively. Here, Equation (2.14) is called the 

Fletcher-Reeves Equation and Equation (2.15) is known as the Polak-Ribiere formula. To 

avoid the need o f hessian matrix to compute the conjugate direction, we proceed from
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w w  along the direction hnow to the local minimum of ETr at w„ex, through line

dE-r,
minimization, and then get g  = — —

dw
. This g mxt can be used as vector of

Equation(2.11), and as such Equation(2.13) is no longer needed. We can make use o f this 

line minimization concept to find conjugate direction in neural network training, thus 

avoiding intensive Hessian matrix computations. In this method, the descent direction is 

along the conjugate direction which can be accumulated without computations involving 

matrices. As such, conjugate gradient methods are every efficient and scale well with the 

neural network size.

2.2.3.4 Quasi-Newton Training Algorithm

Quasi-Newton algorithm is also derived from quadratic objective function 

optimization [1]. The inverse o f Hessian matrix B  = I f 1 is used to bias the gradient 

direction. In Quasi-Newton training method, the weights are updated by

M> , = M> -  n l ?  jp  ^ (2.16)next now t now o now v f

2
Standard Quasi-Newton methods require N w storage space to maintain an 

approximation o f the inverse Hessian matrix, where Nw is the total number of weights in 

the neural network structure, and a line search is indispensable to calculate a reasonably 

accurate step length. A reasonable accurate step size is efficiently calculated in
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one-dimensional line search by a seconder-order approximation of the objective function. 

Through the estimation of inverse Hessian matrix, Quasi-Newton has faster convergence 

rate than conjugate gradient method.

2.3 Overview of Parallel Computing Architectures

Traditional computer software has been written for sequential computation. An 

algorithm is implemented as a serial stream o f instructions. These instructions are 

executed on a Central Processing Unit (CPU) on one computer. A target problem is 

solved by executing instructions on after another. Parallel computing techniques execute 

instructions simultaneously by multiple processing elements, which are accomplished by 

breaking the problem into independent parts so that each processing element can execute 

its own part concurrently with the others [52]. The processing elements include a variety 

o f computational resources, such as a single computer with multiple processors, several 

interconnected computers, graphics processing units, or any combination o f the above.

To determine the effect of parallel computing algorithm, we measure the parallel 

speed up against the corresponding sequential algorithm. Let 7) be the time o f executing 

algorithm sequentially. For parallel computing, let p  be the number o f processors, then 

the execution time o f parallel algorithm with p  processors is Tp. The speed up Sp is 

measured as
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Sp = ^ -  (2.17)
P

Ideally, a linear speed up Sp = p  is expected to obtain when using p  processors. 

However, in most cases, the ideal speed up cannot be achieved due to the reason o f 

design o f the algorithm, competition o f the shared memory, communication and 

synchronization, etc. Efficiency is introduced to show how the processors are 

well-utilized to execute the parallel algorithm. It also indicates how much effort is wasted 

in communication and synchronization between multiple processors. The efficiency o fp  

processors is determined as

Ep = ^  (2.18)
P

Both speed up and efficiency are targets of designing a parallel algorithm. Parallel 

computation can be performed on a various kinds of platforms classified by different 

parallel hardware architectures. Different kinds o f Application Programming Interfaces 

(APIs) provide support for developing parallel applications on different parallel hardware 

architectures. Two hybrid parallel architectures and their programming models are 

reviewed below.

2.3.1 Hybrid Distributed-Shared Memory Architecture

The structure o f Hybrid Distributed-Shared Memory Architecture (HDSMA) is
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Figure 2.2 Structure o f Hybrid Distributed-Shared Memory Architecture (HDSMA)

shown in Figure 2.2. In this architecture, the system consists o f multiple interconnected 

computers called nodes. Each node has its private local memory that is uniformly shared 

by multiple processors. On one node, multiple processors can operate independently but 

share the same memory resources on that node. The communications between nodes are 

performed by message passing. The most typical network is Ethernet. HDSMA contains 

the advantage o f Shared Memory Architecture (SMA) that the unified global memory 

address space provides a fast data sharing between tasks and a user-friendly programming 

perspective. This architecture exploits the maximum CPU capacity in the computer 

cluster. Compared with the SMA, HDSMA expands the performance on a single 

computer with SMA computer to a group o f computers. Compared with Distributed
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Memory Architecture (DMA), HDSMA makes full use o f all available processors on each 

node and provides extra computational capability.

The programming model o f HDSMA is the combination o f programming models o f 

SMA and DMA. On the top level, tasks are distributed among all available nodes in the 

same way as DMA by Message Passing Interface (MPI) [53], which is the only message 

passing library that is considered as a standard. On the lower level, the master thread on 

each node will fork a group of slave threads to execute tasks that distributed to that node 

simultaneously by Open Multiprocessing (OpenMP) [54], An example o f loop construct 

that utilizing hybrid MPI and OpenMP is shown below. Where m is the number o f 

iterations o f the loop, n is the number o f nodes in the group connected by the 

communicator comm, p  is the number of parallel threads on each node. Two different 

ways o f data communication are implemented. Array a is broadcasted by node 0 to all 

other nodes by collective communication method. The loop construct is broken into 

multiple parts and distributed to all nods. Each node executes its own part of loop 

construct based on the identifier rank o f the node. The result array b is collected by node 

0 from all other nodes by point-to-point communication method. MPI Barrier are used to 

ensure the synchronization o f all nodes in the group [55].

HDSMA reaches the maximum speed up against sequential computation. It is a 

highly scalable architecture that allows user easily adding more nodes to the entire 

system to further increase the overall computational capability.
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M PIStatus status;

MPI COMM comm;

MPI_Init( &argc, & argv);

MPI_Comm_rank(comm, &rank);

//Data sent from process 0 to all other processes 

MPI_Bcast(a , m, MPI_DOUBLE, 0, comm); 

MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

#pragma omp parallel for private(i) num threads (p) 

for (i = n / rank; i < n /  (rank + 1); i++) 

b[i] = a[i] * cos(i + 1);

MPIBarrier(comm);

//Data received by process 0 from all other processes 

if  (rank ==0) {

for (i = 1; i < m; i++)

MPI_Recv(b + i * n / m, n / m, M PIDOUBLE, i, 99, comm, &status);

}

else

MPI_Send(b + rank * n / m, n / m, MPI DOUBLE, 0, 99, comm); 

MPIBarrier(comm);

M PIFinalizeQ;
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2.3.2 Hybrid Shared Memory-Graphics Processing Units Architecture

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are specialized circuits to accelerate building 

images for display. Compared with four or six processors contained in a main-stream 

Central Processing Unit (CPU), GPUs may have hundreds o f processors called stream 

processors. These stream processors are formed in highly parallel structures. Modem 

GPUs have been successfully applied to processing extensive data computation in 

parallel, such as machine learning [56][57], numerical analytics [58], seismic 

modeling[59], etc.

Hybrid Shared Memory-Graphics Processing Units Architecture (HSMGPUA) is 

defined by multiple GPUs installed on one system with multiple processors. Each GPU is 

mapped to be controlled by one processor in the CPU. Figure 2.3 shows the structure o f 

HSMGPUA architecture. Memory operations can be either between the system memory 

and GPU memory or between two GPU memory spaces. Having multiple GPUs on one 

system has many advantages. One advantage is that a parallel computational task can be 

broken into multiple portions and assigned by different GPUs to execute different 

portions simultaneously. In this method, data transfer between the system memory and 

the memory spaces on multiple GPUs can be performed concurrently. The quantity o f 

data transferred to each GPU can be reduced to be one out o f number o f GPUs. The 

influence o f  data transferring overhead can be significantly decreased. Meanwhile, data 

transfer between multiple GPUs is extremely fast since multiple GPUs are directly linked
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Figure 2.3 Structure o f Hybrid Shared Memory-Graphics Processing Units Architecture

by the same high speed PCI-E bus. On the other hand, different GPUs can be assigned to 

execute totally different parallel computational tasks. Since different GPUs are controlled 

by different processors, a pair o f processor and GPU can be treated as an individual 

system.

The programming model o f HSMGPUA is the combination of programming models 

o f SMA and General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU). On the 

top level, multiple processors are created by OpenMP to bind different GPUs. On the 

lower level, parallel computational tasks are executed by GPGPU programming models. 

The synchronization o f GPU stream processors is performed by GPGPU, while the 

synchronization o f multiple GPUs is performed by OpenMP.

There are two major programming interface models available for GPGPU. The most
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universal one is Open Computing Language (OpenCL), which is maintained by the 

non-profit technology consortium Khronos Group [60]. OpenCL is an open standard that 

provides application access to GPGPU by both task-based and data-based parallelism. 

OpenCL supports various kinds o f CPUs, GPUs and even FPGA. Another model is 

Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) developed by Nvidia [61]. CUDA is a 

computing engine that enables parallel computation on Nvidia’s own brand GPU. CUDA 

provides a low level driver API and a higher level runtime API. The driver API is similar 

to OpenCL in which users are fully responsible for controlling over the hardware. The 

runtime API provides a C-like set o f routines and extensions and hides detailed hardware 

implementation for users. Since CUDA runtime API provides users an easy way to 

develop GPGPU programming, our examples will be implemented by CUDA runtime 

API.
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Chapter 3

Parallel Automatic Data Generation

3.1 Introduction

Training data generation is one o f the major stages in neural network model 

development. Training data can be obtained from measured or simulated microwave data. 

Typical examples o f software simulators are Ansoft HFSS [62], Agilent ADS  [63], CST 

Microwave Studio [64], etc. The conventional method to obtain training data is to 

manually change the physical/geometrical parameters after every simulation to obtain 

new outputs. This process can easily bring about errors when large amounts o f training 

data are required. The Automatic Data Generator (ADG) has been developed to automate 

the training data generation process to minimize manual work and the chances o f human 

errors [65]. Since the physical/EM simulations are expensive, there is high demand on the 

acceleration on training data generation stage. In the Parallel Automatic Model 

Generation (PAMG) technique, training data generation has been parallelized on multiple 

processors on one computer by simultaneously driving multiple simulators on multiple 

processors [15]. However, with increased complexity in the structures o f microwave 

devices and circuits, the number o f training data required for developing an accurate 

neural network model is increasing. Meanwhile, with the development o f computer
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technology, it is easy and affordable to set up a parallel computational environment that 

consists of multiple computers with multiple processors on each computer. The 

parallelization o f training data generation can be further expanded to be executed on 

multiple computers.

3.2 Key Aspects of Parallel Automatic Data Generation

The proposed Parallel Automatic Data Generator (PADG) technique is an enhanced 

training data generator implemented on the Hybrid Distributed-Shared Memory 

Architecture (HDSMA), i.e., a cluster consists o f several network connected computers 

with local memory on each computer shared by several processors. PADG can be 

integrated into PAMG to further reduce data generation time; it can also be invoked by 

other neural network algorithms, such as neural network model optimization algorithm 

[67], to efficiently generate training/testing data. Figure 3.1 shows the framework of 

PADG algorithm. During neural network model development or optimization, user’s 

program will send a request to PADG to generate more data. The node, on which user’s 

program is running, is numbered as node 1. Node 1 has a shared folder that can be 

accessed by all the nodes in the cluster; it is used for data communication in the 

distributed memory system. Each node has a local folder that can only be accessed by 

that node; it is used for data storage in the shared memory system. Once PADG receives 

the request, it will copy design files from user’s working folder to the shared folder on 

the node 1. The design file created by simulator contains physical/geometrical values, 

boundary conditions, frequency sweep parameters, etc. Meanwhile, physical/geometrical
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parameter data is transferred among node 1 and all other nodes. Design files will be 

duplicated into several separate copies from shared folder to each node’s local folder. 

Once each node, design files will be updated with new physical/geometrical parameters. 

Multiple simulators are driven concurrently on multiple processors on each node. After 

all simulations are finished, the result files are generated by the simulators and transferred 

from the local folder on each node to the shared folder on node 1, where they are then 

combined and converted into the format that user’s program can understand.

PADG is designed to achieve maximum speed up for training data generation 

process. It takes full advantage o f HDSMA to improve the efficiency o f using computer 

resources. Furthermore, PADG is fully automatic such that human labor and chance o f 

error would be significantly reduced, especially when large amounts o f training data are 

requested to be generated. PADG is also a scalable and portable tool to run on any 

computer or cluster. When PADG is implemented on shared memory system, i.e., a 

single computer, it operates in the same way as the training data generator in PAMG. 

User can also add more computer resources, i.e., adding more CPUs on one computer or 

adding more nodes in the cluster, to increase the computing capability o f PADG. PADG 

requires a setup file that contains resource information as shown below.
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PADG is a systematic tool that can distribute tasks properly based on the number o f 

nodes, the number o f processes on each node and the number o f licenses o f simulation 

tools, which are demonstrated in the setup file. The first line o f the setup file indicates the 

number of licenses o f simulation tools; it determines the maximum number o f parallel 

processors to be used in the cluster. It can be set to 0 if  there is no license limitation. 

Starting from the second line, the name o f computer node and the number o f processors 

to be used on that node is indicated. User can assign number o f  processors on each node 

based on specific computer resources. Tasks are automatically distributed based on the 

information in the setup file provided by the user. Each node will be assigned the same or 

similar number of tasks to balance the overall workload. If tasks cannot be evenly 

distributed on all nodes, extra tasks will be assigned to the nodes starting from the lowest 

node number. The scalability o f PADG provides user a simple way to add or reduce 

computer resources by adding or removing lines o f computer nodes in the setup file 

and/or changing the number of processors to be used on the nodes.

3.3 Task Distribution Strategy

Task Distribution is very important to the performance o f parallel computation. The 

total execution time for a parallel program implemented on the Hybrid Distributed- 

Shared Memory Architecture (HDSMA) depends on the maximum of each node’s 

execution time. If tasks are not properly distributed to the nodes, some nodes will get 

much more tasks than the other nodes and finish executing these tasks with much longer 

time than the other nodes. The training data o f neural networks is often obtained by 

commercial simulation software and the licenses o f commercial simulators are often
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expensive and limited. The license distribution should also be considered as part of task 

distribution. The target o f task distribution is to balance the work load on each node. 

Since each license is mapped to one processor for execution, the major objective of task 

distribution is to determine the number o f tasks distributed to each processor and the 

number o f processors to be invoked on each node.

Consider a cluster consists o f multiple nodes with multiple processors on each node. 

Let M  be the number of available licenses, N  be the number of computer nodes and K  be 

the number o f tasks to be distributed. The first step is to properly distribute all tasks to 

each processor. Let P  = [Pi, P2, ***, Pm] be a vector representing the number o f tasks 

distributed to each processor. Each processor is designed to get equal or similar number 

o f tasks to minimize the number o f iterations for M  processors to execute K  tasks. If K  

tasks cannot be evenly distributed to M  processors, extra jobs will be added to the 

processors starting from the lowest processor number. The number o f tasks distributed to

«ththe 1 processor can be determined as

where K  | M  means K  can be divided exactly by M, K  f M  means K  cannot be divided 

exactly by M, K  mod M  means the reminder of K  divided by M  and [K  h- M] means the 

round off number o f K  divided by M.

The next step is to properly distribute all processors to each node. Let Q = [Qh 

Q2, Qn] be a vector representing the number of processors to be executed on each

K  + M ,  

Pi = < [ K  + M ]  +  l, i < ( K m o d M ) ,  

y K + M \ ,  i > ( K modM),

K  | M  

K \ M  

K \ M

(3.1)
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node. Each node is designed to invoke equal or similar number o f  processors to minimize 

the influence o f the competition for the shared processor-memory path by multiple 

processors on that node. The processor distribution is quite similar to the task distribution. 

The number o f processors invoked on the f h node can be determined as

M  + N ,  M \ N

[ M - s - W j  +  l, j  < { M m o d N ) ,  M \ N  (3.2)

\_M + N \ ,  j  > ( M  m o d  N) ,  M \ N

The final step is to distribute all the tasks to all available nodes so that the data 

communication by Message Passing Interface (MPI) can follow this strategy and properly 

transfer simulation design files and physical/geometrical parameter data to each node. Let 

T=[T],  T2, Tv] be a vector representing the number o f tasks to be distributed to each 

node. The number o f tasks distributed to the f h node is the summation o f the number o f 

tasks to be executed on all processors on the f h node as

k+Qj

L = I   ̂ p-3)
i - k

where k  is the index o f starting number o f processor on the f h node in the cluster group.

When the task distribution is finished, PADG can then distribute 7} tasks to the j h 

node by MPI, transfer the corresponding design files and parameter data, and invoke Qj 

processors on the j h node to run simulations simultaneously by OpenMP. After all 

simulations are finished, PADG will collect results files from each node based on the 

same task distribution strategy.
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3.4 Verification of Parallel Automatic Data Generation

In order to verily the PADG algorithm, we use an interdigital band-pass filter 

example as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The filter example is constructed by Ansoft HFSS 

EM solver for the ease o f use and the fast speed o f Ansoft HFSS.

Figure 3.2 Structure o f interdigital band-pass filter with four design variables

The first step in PADG is to create design files using HFSS. We can draw the 

structure o f the band-pass filter; define the kind o f materials to be used, the boundary and 

feed port conditions, the frequency sweep ranges and the units o f measurement, etc. Once 

all the information above is defined, a “ hfss” file will be saved as one design file. HFSS 

uses scripting languages to support easy and automatic driving o f EM simulator. 

Frequently used geometries can be recorded and generated repeatedly by running a script.
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EM outputs like S-parameter can also be recorded in the script to generate output files by 

driving the EM simulator. The Visual Basic script is recorded within the HFSS design 

environment and saved as a vbs” file. Any behavior performed in the HFSS GUI can be 

recorded to the “.vbs” script and can be reproduced by running the recorded scripts. The 

“.hfss” file along with “.vbs” file provides user full controls o f driving HFSS simulator.

The next step is to generate a setup file for PADG. The setup file contains 

information o f the location o f design files, the desired location of output files and the 

name and value o f parameters to be simulated. PADG will first copy the design files to 

the shared folder, then determine the number o f simulations, distribute the workload and 

transfer parameter names and new values to all available nodes. Each node will get 

several copies o f design files and save in the local folder. The design files are renamed 

and numbered in sequence for each simulation. For each simulation, PADG will search 

the name o f parameter in “.vbs” file and change the value o f that parameter with new 

value defined in the setup file. PADG will also search and modify the name and/or path 

o f “.hfss” files and “.csv” output files to ensure the HFSS driven on different processors 

solve different projects and save the result to the corresponding files.

After all the “.vbs” files are updated, PADG will drive the HFSS simulator to execute 

the scripts simultaneously on the available processors across the available nodes. When 

each simulation is solved, HFSS will save the output result into a “.csv” file. When all 

simulations are finished and all “.csv” files are generated in the local folder on all nodes, 

the “.csv” files will be copied to the shared folder on node 1. PADG will then extract, 

reformat and combine the data stored in the “.csv” files and save it as “.dat” file that can 

be recognized for neural network model training.
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The following “BPF OptimizationJinal.vbs” file is used to illustrate the idea o f 

updating file with information provided by the user. The first line indicates the location 

o f HFSS project file to be opened. PADG will search for the “oDesktop.OpenProject” 

and change the file path between the quotation marks. The second line indicates the 

project name to be simulated, which should be the same as the project file name. PADG 

will search for the “oDesktop.SetActiveProject” and change the active project name 

between the quotation marks. Parameter values are changed in the following 

“oDesign.ChangeProperty” sections, where PADG searches for the name o f parameter as 

“L”, “S I”, “S2” and” S3”, then replaces the existing value with new value corresponding 

to that parameter. The “oDesign.AnalyzeAH” section drives HFSS simulator and the 

“oModule.CreateReport” section creates a plot that contains frequency as the X axis 

value and the real and imaginary part o f SI 1 and S12 as the Y axis values, respectively. 

Result data are exported by the “oModule.ExportToFile” section. The content between 

the following quotation marks indicates the location o f output “.csv” file. PADG will 

search for the “oModule.ExportToFile” then modify the “ .csv” file location information.
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oDesktop.OpenProject "C:\BPF_Optimization_fmal.hfss"

Set oProject = oDesktop.SetActiveProject("BPF_Optimization_fInar')

Set oDesign = oProject.SetActiveDesign("BPF3_o")

oDesign.ChangeProperty... Array("NAME:ChangedProps", Array("NAME:L", 

"V alues", "3.5mm"))))

oDesign.ChangeProperty .. .Array("NAME:ChangedProps", Array("NAME:S 1", 

"V alues", "1mm"))))

oDesign.ChangeProperty ... Array("NAME:ChangedProps", Array("NAME:S2", 

"Value:=", "2.3mm"))))

oDesign.ChangeProperty .. .Array("NAME:ChangedProps", Array("NAME:S3", 

"Value:=", "2.6mm"))))

oProject.Save

oDesign.AnalyzeAll

Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("ReportSetup")

oModule.CreateReport "XY Plot 1", .. .Array("X Components", "Freq", "Y 

Components", Array("re(S(l,l))", ”im (S(l,l))", "re(S(l,2))", "im(S( 1,1))")), Array()

oModule.ExportToFile "XY Plot 1", "C:\BPF_Optimization_final.csv"
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Parameter L SI S2 S3

Minimum Value (mm) 3.0 0.8 2.2 2.6

Maximum Value (mm) 4.5 1.1 2.4 2.8

Step size (mm) 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1

Quantity 4 4 3 3

Table 3.1 Geometric value o f design parameters o f interdigital band-pass filter

In order to demonstrate the advantages o f PADG, we executed training data 

generation on shared memory system, distributed memory system and hybrid distributed- 

shared memory system to compare the performance of PADG on the above three 

platforms. As illustrated in the “BPF OptimizationJinal.vbs” file, four geometrical 

parameters are swept, which are L, S\, S2 and S3 . Table 3.1 shows the minimum value, 

maximum value and step size for these four parameters. The step size o f each design 

parameter is determined by the sensitivity o f that parameter to the output response. We 

choose a relatively large step size for the parameters with low sensitivity and relatively 

small step size for the parameters with high sensitivity. The sweep frequency is from 

0.6GHz to 2.4GHz with a step size o f 4MHz. The total number o f simulation is 

4*4*3*3=144. First the PADG is executed to drive multiple processors to run these 144 

simulations on one computer. We keep only one line o f computer nodes in the setup file 

for PADG and change the number after the node name to measure the simulation time of 

utilizing different number o f processors. Then more nodes are added to the setup file and
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keep the number after each node to be one to measure the simulation time o f 

implementing PADG on distributed memory system. Then we change the number o f 

processors for each node and drive PADG with different combinations o f the number of

nodes and the number of processors on each node. The PADG is implemented on a 

cluster consists of nine computer nodes. Each node is equipped with two quad-core Intel 

Xeon E5640 processors with hyper-threading feature providing sixteen processing 

threads on each node.

Number of 
Threads 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 12 16

Time
(min) 352.2 181.1 128.9 101.4 76.3 64.3 60.4 54.0 49.1

Speed Up N/A 1.95 2.73 3.47 4.62 5.48 5.83 6.53 7.17

Efficiency
(%)

N/A 97.27 91.10 86.82 76.96 68.49 64.75 54.39 44.83

Table 3.2 Speed up and efficiency o f executing Parallel Automatic Data Generation on

Shared Memory Architecture

Table 3.2 shows the execution time, speed up and efficiency o f implementing PADG 

on a shared memory system. We can see a nonlinear growth in speed up with the 

increased number of threads, which leads to a continuous drop in the efficiency. The 

tendency is that if one more thread is added, an average o f 4% efficiency will be lost. 

This is caused by the competition o f multiple threads to the shared path between the
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processors and the system memory, which is the major disadvantage o f shared memory 

architecture. Another disadvantage is that the shared memory capacity may not be 

enough if we drive multiple simulators to solve examples with complex structures. One 

thread has to wait for other threads releasing some memory space, which will cause time 

wasted on thread idling and even simulator error or failure.

PADG on SMA is the simplest way to achieve speed up for training data generation. 

It requires minimum cost on computer hardware since nowadays most CPUs have 

multiple processors that can directly execute PADG for parallel computation. Although 

the efficiency is reduced with more threads, the overall speed up is keeping increased. 

Large amounts o f CPU time on training data generation could be easily saved by 

applying PADG on a single computer.

Number o f 
Nodes 2 3 4 6 8 9

Time (min) 176.91 118.24 88.91 59.44 44.66 39.90

Speed Up 1.99 2.98 3.96 5.93 7.89 8.83

Efficiency (%) 99.55 99.30 99.04 98.75 98.58 98.08

Table 3.3 Speed up and efficiency o f executing Parallel Automatic Data Generation on 

Distributed Memory Architecture
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There are many advantages o f distributing parallel tasks on multiple computers. 

From Table 3.3, we can see that the efficiency is always nearly 100% while increasing 

the number o f computer nodes in the parallel task distributing. The average cost o f 

adding one more node to the distributed system is only 0.28% in the overall efficiency. 

The overhead o f the distributed system is the time elapsed on data transferring, which 

includes copying the design files and the output files, and transferring 

physical/geometrical parameter data. All nodes are connected by a lOGbps Ethernet that 

provides very high data transfer speed. Adding more nodes will only slightly increase 

time on data transfer. There is only one thread invoked on each node, which means there 

is no competition for shared memory and no efficiency lost on a single node. Another 

advantage o f distributed memory architecture is that the memory usage on a single node 

is the same as invoking one thread on shared memory architecture, so that the risk o f the 

application error or failure could be minimized or avoided for examples with complex 

structures.

We can draw a conclusion that PADG on DMA achieves extremely high speed up 

with nearly full efficiency. Compared with PADG on SMA, the speed up o f distributing 

parallel task on eight individual nodes is even higher than the speed up o f invoking 

sixteen threads on a single computer. In other words, eight licenses could be saved and 

more speed gain is obtained. Since license is usually a high cost for commercial 

simulation tools, users can have the choice to save the budget on simulation tool license 

with the efficient usage o f their distributed memory system.

In this example, a total number o f 24 licenses for Ansoft HFSS is available. We have 

nine computer nodes with sixteen threads on each node. PADG on neither SMA nor
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Number o f Nodes * 
Number o f Threads 

Per Node
2 * 12 3 * 8 4 * 6 6 * 4 8 * 3 6 * 3 + 3 * 2

Total Number o f 
Threads 24 24 24 24 24 24

Time (min) 27.09 21.64 19.73 17.15 16.28 16.15

Speed Up 13.00 16.28 17.85 20.53 21.63 21.81

Efficiency (%) 54.18 67.83 74.39 85.56 90.14 90.86

Table 3.4 Speed up and efficiency o f executing Parallel Automatic Data Generation on 

Hybrid Distributed-Shared Memory Architecture

DMA can make full use o f all available HFSS licenses. By executing PADG on a hybrid 

distributed-shared memory system, we are able to use all available 24 licenses. Table 3.4 

shows six different combinations o f the number o f nodes and the number o f threads used 

for each node. We can see that the overall speed up varies widely with different 

configurations. If we take a close look into the overall efficiency with regard to the 

number o f threads used on each node, the efficiency is similar to the efficiency with the 

same number o f threads on SMA as shown in Table 3.2. The loss in the efficiency is the 

combination o f time elapsed on the processor-memory path competition on SMA and 

time elapsed on data transfer on DMA. We propose to distribute parallel tasks as much as 

possible to all available nodes. Within each node, the number o f threads used can be 

symmetric or asymmetric based on the total number o f simulator licenses. PADG will 

automatically distribute tasks and determine the number o f threads used on each node 

based on the information provided by the user in the setup file as described in Section 3.3.
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In conclusion, PADG on HDSMA makes full use o f  available simulator licenses to 

achieve maximum speed up. A speed up o f 21.81 and efficiency o f 90.86% was achieved 

by using nine nodes with 24 simulator licenses. Higher speed up can be expected if more 

nodes are added.

3.5 Summary

Parallel Automatic Data Generator (PADG) is a powerful tool for training data 

generation. PADG runs on a hybrid distributed-shared memory system and provides 

maximum speed up based on the available resources. PADG is a scalable model that 

allows user to add more computer resources to improve the computational capability. 

PADG is a highly systematical model that automatically distributes parallel tasks to all 

available nodes.

PADG can significantly reduce the time required for data generation process, which 

includes training data generation, validation data generation and testing data generation in 

various kinds o f neural network applications. PADG is also a universal model that can 

drive multiple kinds o f software simulators based on the information provided by the user.
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Chapter 4

Parallel Multiple ANN Training

4.1 Introduction

Parallel Artificial Neural Network (ANN) training has been achieved on various 

kinds o f architectures [48][49][50][51], However, these implementations are focused on a 

single neural network structure. With the increased complexity o f microwave/RF 

structures, the number o f design variables is keeping increasing. The amount o f  neural 

network training data increases fast with the number of input neurons. Several advanced 

neural network technologies have been introduced to reduce the quantity o f training data 

required to develop an accurate neural network model [12][13][14], One study is known 

as Modular Neural Network (MNN) [17] [18]. MNN consists o f multiple independent 

neural networks. Each neural network operates as a module and provides independent 

outputs based on separate inputs. With the exploitation o f structural decomposition 

[67] [68], a complex microwave/RF structure can be decomposed into multiple separate 

parts. Each part is modeled independently by neural network as a module o f MNN. Other 

additional neural networks may also be included in the MNN to learn the nonlinear 

relationship between the inputs o f separate models and the coefficients o f frequency 

mapping, etc. The conventional method is to train these modules one and after another, 

which requires a lot of human labor and has large chances o f  human error, especially
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when large numbers o f modules are presented. For a single module, parallel techniques 

can be applied to accelerate the neural network training process. However, after neural 

network training for one module is finished, the user has to manually define neural 

network structure for another module. The reason is that different models may have 

different number of inputs, hidden neurons and outputs due to the specific structural 

decomposition method. In other words, different models may have different neural 

network structures. The neural network structure creation is repetitive and time-taking 

process. The conventional method to train multiple neural network models is not very 

efficient. There is growing need to have a universal method to train multiple neural 

networks automatically and simultaneously.

4.2 Parallel Multiple ANNs Training on Central Processing Unit

Parallel Multiple ANNs Training on Central Processing Unit (PMAT-C) is proposed 

to training multiple ANNs on the Shared Memory Architecture (SMA), i.e., a single 

computer with multiple processors, or on the Hybrid Distributed-Shared Memory 

Architecture (HDSMA), i.e., a cluster consists o f multiple computers with multiple 

processors on each computer. In contrary to the existing parallel techniques applied to the 

ANN training, PMAT-C does not break the structure o f a single ANN model. PMAT-C 

will execute ANN training for one ANN model completely on one processor to minimize 

data exchange. Multiple ANN models are trained concurrently on multiple processors.

Figure 4.1 shows the framework o f PMAT-C on a HDSMA system. The framework 

is similar to the Parallel Automatic Data Generation (PADG) as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 4.1 Framework o f Parallel Multiple ANNs Training on Central Processing Unit (PMAT-C) on Hybrid Distributed-Shared 

Memory Architecture (HDSMA)
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The benefit o f have the similar framework o f PMAT-C and PADG is that each processor 

in the HDSMA system can be assigned to generate training data and then process ANN 

training for one neural network model, i.e. one neural network module o f the entire MNN 

model. The data exchanging can be minimized and the speed up and efficiency o f 

building a MNN model could be significantly improved. Meanwhile, PADG and PMAT- 

C can also work separately based upon user’s demand.

When PMAT-C is requested for multiple ANN training, it requires a setup file 

containing information about neural network structure, i.e. the number o f inputs, the 

number of hidden neurons and the number o f outputs, and the corresponding training data 

file path for each ANN. PMAT-C will check for the number of columns o f training data 

for each training data file. If  the number o f columns o f training data doesn’t match with 

the summation o f  the number of inputs and the number o f outputs, PMAT-C will give 

user a message and then terminate. After verifying all training data files are in the correct 

format, PMAT-C will send the ANN structure information and copy the training data 

files to each node by Message Passing Interface (MPI). On each node, PMAT-C will 

invoke multiple processors to train multiple ANNs simultaneously by OpenMP. The 

ANN training process can either be done by the implementation o f classic training 

algorithms or by invoking neural network modeling software such as NeuroModeler Plus 

[69]. Since the ANN structures and number o f training samples may have great difference 

by different ANN, the training time for each ANN may differ greatly. PMAT-C ensures 

synchronization after the completion o f last ANN training. If ANN training is executed 

by classic training algorithms, the weights for each ANN will be transferred to node 1 

and be reformatted to one file that user’s program can recognize. If ANN training is
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executed by invoking the network modeling software, the corresponding design file 

generated by the network modeling software will be copied to the shared folder on node 1, 

where user can make future use o f these design files.

In contrary to the commercial simulation software to be invoked in PADG, the 

implementation o f classic neural network training algorithm does not require licenses. 

PMAT-C can make full use of computer resources to achieve maximum speed ups. If the 

number o f parallel tasks, i.e. the number o f ANNs to be trained, is larger than the total 

quantity o f processors in the cluster group, extra job will be added to the processor 

starting from the lowest node number. Let N  be the number o f nodes, M be the number o f 

processors on each node and K  be the number o f tasks, i.e. the number o f ANNs to be 

trained. Let P = [PI, P2, Pm*n] be a vector representing the number o f tasks 

distributed to each processor. The number of tasks distributed to i h processor can be 

determined as

K  -f- ( M  x  N) ,  K  | ( M  x  N )

/* = |  [AT 4- ( M  x iV)J +1, i < ( K  mod(M x N) ) ,  K \ ( M x N ) (4.1)

|AT*(Jl/xJV)J, i > ( K  mod(M x N)) ,  K \ { M x N )

where K  | (M  * N) means K  can be divided exactly by the product of M  and N , K \ { M *  N)

means K  cannot be divided exactly by the product of M  and N, K  mod M  means the 

reminder o f K  divided by the product of M  and N  and (M * N) J means the round off 

number of K  divided by the product o f M  and N.
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Let T=[Tj ,  T2, Tv] be a vector representing the number of tasks to be distributed 

to each node. The number o f tasks on f h node is the summation o f the number o f tasks to 

be executed on all processors on f h node as

k + M

Tj = Y P i <«>
i=k

where k  is the index o f starting number of processor on j h node in the cluster group. Data 

transfer between the node 1 and the other nodes can follow this strategy to properly 

distribute parallel tasks and collect training results.

4.3 Parallel Multiple ANNs Training on Graphics Processing Units

Back Propagation (BP) training algorithm has been implemented on Graphics 

Processing Units (GPU) by using Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) model 

with its math library cuBLAS [50].

We use a simple matrix multiplication example C = A  * B  to illustrate the 

performance o f CUDA and cuBLAS. Matrices A  and B  both have the dimension o f N  * N, 

which gives C  the same dimension as N  * N. The classic algorithm is implemented by 

looping the elements in A  and B  and save the summation to the corresponding element in 

C. An advanced algorithm called Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) provides 

optimized performance for vector operations, matrix-vector operations and matrix-matrix 

operations. There are many implementations o f BLAS such as LAPACK[70], 

APPML[71], Intel MKL[72], etc. Nvidia has its own BLAS library called cuBLAS[73]
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that preforms GPU-accelerated basic linear algebra operations. Our matrix multiplication 

example on GPU is implemented by cuBLAS and CUDA. To fairly compare the best 

result of speed up the can be achieved by optimized BLAS and parallel computation on 

CPU, we also implemented the matrix multiplication by Intel MKL, which can be easily 

set to support multi-processor parallelization on shared memory system.

The first step o f CUDA program is to allocate memory space for A, B  and C  on the 

GPU memory. These spaces are different than system memory space. So we use A D e v , 

B D ev  and C_Dev as pointers to indicate that these spaces are on the GPU. The second 

step is to transfer the matrix data o f A  and B  from the system memory to the GPU 

memory. The next step is to perform matrix multiplication. cuBLAS provides a simple 

routine to called cublasSgemm to perform matrix multiplication C = a * A * B + f i * C .

cublasSgemm(handle, CUBLAS_OP_N, CUBLAS_OP_N, N, N, N, 1.0, A Dev, 

N, B Dev, N, 0.0, C_Dev, N);

where the matrix row size and column sizes are both N, a = 1.0 and p = 0.0, which 

defines the function of matrix multiplication to be C = A  * B. This routine is similar to 

Intel MKL’s matrix multiplication routine as cblas sgemm. The final step is to transfer 

the result matrix C  from GPU memory to the system memory and release the memory 

space on GPU. This example is implemented on a Quad-core CPU i7 920 with hyper

threaded for 8 parallel threads. GPU used in this example is Nvidia GTX 570. The matrix
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size N  is swept from 1 to 2000. Figure 4.2 shows the speed up for matrix multiplication 

by CUDA and Intel MKL against classic algorithm for different matrix sizes.

S p e e d  Up against C lassic Algorithm S p e e d  Up against C lassic Algorithm
1502500
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(a) N from 1 to 2000 (b) N from 1 to 600

Figure 4.2 Speed Up for matrix multiplication by CUDA and Intel MKL

From Figure 4.2 (a), we can see that the speed up o f CUDA keeps increasing with 

the larger matrix size, while the speed up o f Intel MKL performed on eight parallel 

threads becomes constant when the matrix size reaches 800. Finally, when the matrix size 

reaches 2000, Intel MKL provides a speed up o f 240 and CUDA performs nearly 2200
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times faster than the classic algorithm on the CPU. It can be expected that CUDA can 

achieve higher speed up for larger matrix size while the speed up of Intel MKL remains 

near 240, which is considered to be the maximum speed gain by Intel MKL. However, if 

we take a close look to the speed up with relatively small matrix size shown in Figure 4.2 

(b), we notice that CUDA does not always run faster than Intel MKL. This is because o f 

the time consumption o f memory allocation on GPU and data transfer between GPU 

memory and the system memory are inevitable. Figure 4.3 shows time for GPU 

operations in millisecond.

Compare Figure 4.3 (a) with Figure 4.3 (b), time for memory allocation is significant 

when the matrix size is relatively small. When the matrix size is larger than 400, time for 

memory allocation remains constant regardless o f matrix size. We can see that time for 

data transfer between GPU memory and system memory is very close to cublasSegmm 

execution time when the matrix size is relatively small. Meanwhile, data transfer time is 

less than half o f the cublasSegmm execution time when the matrix size is relatively large. 

The ratio of cublasSegmm execution time with memory operation time keeps decreasing 

with the increase o f matrix size. The reason why CUDA runs slower than Intel MKL for 

small matrix size is that the memory operations occupy the most time o f total CUDA 

execution. Since the classic algorithm and Intel MKL algorithm operates directly in the 

system memory, the memory operations between the system memory and GPU memory 

by CUDA are considered as overheads.
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Figure 4.3 CUDA operations time for matrix multiplication with matrix size o f N
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We can get an idea that in order to minimize the influence o f the overheads, 

frequently transferring data between system memory and GPU memory should be 

avoided. In other words, we should once transfer all the data for parallel computation 

from system memory to GPU memory, perform computations on GPU as much as 

possible and only transfer the result data back from GPU memory to system memory.

There are many improvements to make based on the introduced implementation o f 

BP algorithm on GPU. The effect o f bias should be taken into account for the BP training 

algorithm. We should create larger matrices and perform computation on GPU as much 

as possible to minimize the influence o f data transfer between system memory and GPU 

memory.

We propose to use the batch mode update method for BP training algorithm by 

developing multiple ANNs with the same weights for Parallel Multiple ANNs Training 

on Graphics Processing Units (PMAT-G). The number o f  ANNs is the same as the 

number o f training samples. The proposed method can be implemented by converting 

Equation (2.1) to Equation (2.10) into matrix forms. Let n be the number o f inputs, p  be 

the number of hidden neurons, m be the number o f outputs and s be the number of 

training samples. In order to take bias o f hidden neurons into account, we can add a 

fictitious input neuron with value to be 1 into the input data o f s training sample. Thus, 

we can create an input matrix X  with dimension o f s * (n +1) to store all inputs data in s 

training samples along with the fictitious input neurons. The values of the elements in the 

(n + l)th column o f matrix X  are one. The weight matrix between the input layer and the 

hidden layer W2 will have the dimension of (n +1) * p  with all elements in W2 are 

random values representing initialize guess. The hidden matrix Z  has the dimension o f s *
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(p + 1) with the hidden neuron values and an additional fictitious hidden neurons with 

value o f 1 for the .s training samples. The weight matrix between the hidden layer and the 

output layer W3 has the dimension of (p + 1) * m with all random values. The dimension 

o f output matrix Y  is s * m. Each row o f Y  represents the outputs for one training sample. 

A matrix D  with dimension of s * m is also built to store all outputs data in S  training 

samples as desired outputs data.

The first step is to feedforward the input data to the output neurons. Equation (2.2) 

can be converted into the matrix format as

z s*p = x W ln+rf p ) (4-3)

where Z s*p represents only the elements in the first p  columns are updated and the 

elements in ip+ l)‘h column o f Z  remain unchanged. <r(*) is the same sigmoid activation 

function o f hidden neurons as Equation (2.2), which applies to each element o f the 

product o f X  and W2.

To calculate the value o f output neurons, Equation (2.2) and Equation (2.7) can be 

converted into the matrix format as

YS*m ~  Z s*(P+l) X W(p+I),m (4.4)

where the i h row of Y  is the outputs corresponding to the inputs if  the i h row of X.

The error is calculated by the matrix form o f neural network outputs and desired outputs 

as
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E = ^urn((Y„m -  D,.mK Y „ m -  D ,J ) (4.5)

where sum(>) is the summation o f all the elements in the matrix.

We propose to use the batch mode update method for BP training algorithm as 

shown in Equation (2.10). The total gradient is the summation o f the gradient o f all 

training sample. Let ( f  be a 5 * m matrix representing the gradient at the output layer and 

G2 be a s * p  matrix representing the gradient at the hidden layer. G3 and G2 can be 

calculated as

C 3 = D  —Ys*m s*m s*m (4.6)

G \  = Z ,  < U . - Z  t )s*p S*p V S*p S*ps (4.7)

where Us*p is a s *p  matrix with all elements have the value o f 1.The weights between 

the input layer and the hidden layer can be updated as

A W 2L x r r  (n + l)*p l t /1  _ H / ' lw -W„m = > <  [ g > *  x o r 3ym>P< P]} (4.8)

+ a  (W (n+[)tp , ^ ( n + l ) » p  r l =Wrl )

And the weights between the hidden layer and the output layer can be updated as

w2=wL
(4.9)

- W
W 1=W 2 rr (p+l)*m’ rr now " "“nW
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The CUDA implementation o f Equation (4.3) to Equation (4.9) requires both 

cuBLAS library and CUDA kernel. cuBLAS library is used to implement basic linear 

algebra operations. It supports three levels o f operation: vector operations, matrix-vector 

operations and matrix-matrix operations. CUDA kernel is the C-like function defined by 

user that runs on the GPU and performs the same operation on different data. User can 

easily program any function and CUDA will execute the function on the highly parallel 

stream processors. Here we illustrate the sigmoid activation function o f hidden neurons. 

Let Ube an s * p  matrix representing the product o f A  and W2 as shown in Equation (4.3). 

From the knowledge o f computer memory architecture, V  is stored in a continuous s * p  

memory space. The operation to V  is from the first memory space of V  until the last 

memory space o f V.

 global void Sigmoid(int Quantity, float *Input, float *Output) {

int i = blockldx.x * blockDim.x + threadldx.x; 

if(i < Quantity)

Outputfi] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-Input[i]));

 syncthreads();

}

Sigmoid«<threadsPerBlock, blocksPerGrid»>(S * P, V Dev, Z Dev);

The type o f “ global ” for the sigmoid function indicates that the function is

running on the GPU. “threadsPerBlock” and “blocksPerGrid” defines the organization o f 

parallel stream processors on the GPU. Each stream processor will have a unique global 

identifier defined by “blockldx.x * blockDim.x + threadldx.x”, where “blockldx.x” is the
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block identifier, “blockDim.x” is the block size and “threadldx.x” is the thread identifier 

in that block. The first s *p  stream processors will execute the sigmoid function and save

the result to the corresponding memory space. The “ syncthreads()” routine is used to

ensure the synchronization o f the stream processors.

The initialization of CUDA program includes allocating memory space and 

transferring data from system memory to GPU memory. As we propose to include the 

bias for both weights, additional fictitious input neurons and hidden neurons with values 

o f 1 should be transferred from system memory to GPU memory. Once the matrices are 

allocated on the GPU memory, they will be kept on the GPU memory with some values 

updated during training processes. In contrary to the introduced implementation in [50] 

that the training error is transferred back to the system memory after the feedforward of 

one training sample, PMAT-G only transfer the total error back to the system memory 

once per iteration after all the training samples feedforwarded to the output layer. 

Moreover, the training error is calculated completely on the GPU to take advantage o f 

large number o f parallel stream processors on GPU.

Table 4.1 shows the routines o f PMAT-G. Step 1 and step 2 are to allocate the GPU 

memory space and transfer the initialized matrix data from system memory to GPU 

memory. Step 3 and step 4 are to feedforward input neurons to the output layer. Step 5 

calculates the total error on the GPU. Then Weights are updated from step 6 to step 9 

with some intermediate matrices to store the computation result. The total error is 

transferred to the system memory in step 10. CPU will compare the training error with 

the desired error value in Step 11. If the training error is lower than the desired error, 

CPU will send an instruction to GPU to transfer the weights to the system memory and
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Step Function Routine

1 Allocate memory space on GPU cublasAlloc(X, W, Y, Z, V, D);

2
Transfer matrix data from system memory 

to GPU Memory

cublasSetMatrix(X, W2, W3, Z, 

D);

3 Equation (4.3)
cublasSgemm(V, X, W2); 

Sigmoid(V, Z);

4 Equation (4.4) cublasSgemm(Y, Z, W3);

5 Equation (4.5)

cublasSrot(Y, D); 

cublasSdot(Y); 

cublasSasum(E, Y);

6 Equation (4.6) cublasSrot(G3, D, Y);

7 Equation (4.7) Derivative(G2, Z)

8 Equation (4.8)

cublasSgemm(R, G3, W); 

cublasSrot(R, G2); 

cublasSgemm(W2, X, R);

9 Equation (4.9) cublasSgemm(W3, Z, G3);

10
Transfer error from GPU memory to system 

memory

cudaMemcpy(E);

11
If (E < Ed)

transfer the weights back to system memory
cublasGetMatrix(W2, W3);

Table 4.1 Routines o f Parallel Multiple ANNs Training on Graphics Processing 

Units (PMAT-G)
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CPU will continue to format these weights and write to a file. If the training 

objective has not been reached, CPU will send an instruction to GPU to repeat step 3 to 

step 10 until the maximum training iterations has been reached.

More benefits can be obtained from PMAT-G if there are multiple GPUs in the 

system, i.e., the Hybrid Shared Memory-Graphics Processing Units Architecture 

(HSMGPUA). Figure 4.4 shows the framework o f PMAT-G working on multiple GPUs. 

If PMAT-G detects multiple GPUs are available in the computer system, it will initialize 

multiple processors by OpenMP. Each processor is bundled with one GPU by calling 

“cudaSetDevice()” function provided by CUDA. Let g  be the number o f GPUs in the 

system. The total 5 training samples are distributed to the g  GPUs. The input matrix X , 

output matrix Y  and the desired output matrix D  are scaled to contain nearly s/g rows o f 

data. Each GPU will first execute step 1 to step 5 in Table 4.1 to do initialization, 

feedforward the input data to the output neurons and calculate training error. Then 

gradients are calculated on each GPU from step 6 to step 9. However, the weights should 

not be updated on each GPU independently since the training error and the gradient 

information on each GPU only contain part of the overall training sample. Data transfers 

between multiple GPUs have to be performed to ensure one GPU gets information from 

the other GPUs. The GPU numbered as GPU 1 will collect the training error and the 

gradient information from all other GPUs and calculate the summation o f the training 

error and the summation of gradients, respectively. The summation of the training error is 

the total training error o f all training samples and it is kept on GPU 1. The summation o f 

the gradient is the total gradient o f all training sample and it is transferred to each GPU 

memory to overwrite the local gradient. Weights then got updated on each GPU’s local
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Figure 4.4 Framework o f Parallel Multiple ANN Training on multiple GPUs
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memory and the values o f weights are always the same on all GPU memory spaces. 

After the weights got updated, CPU will operate alone to send the total training error to 

CPU while all other GPUs keep waiting. CPU will determine whether the training 

objective has been reached. If so, CPU will get weights data from GPU 1 and terminate 

the training process. If not, all GPUs will repeat from step 3 until the maximum training 

iterations has been reached.

4.4 Verification of Parallel Multiple ANN Training

In order to verify the PMAT-C algorithm and PMAT-G algorithm, we use an iris 

coupled cavity microwave bandpass filter example as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The filter 

example is constructed in CSTMicrowave Studio.

As proposed in [74], this cavity filter can be decomposed into seven independent 

parts. Due to the symmetric structure o f this filter, four neural network models can be 

developed to serve as four modules o f the entire MNN. These modules are called sub 

models. There are two types o f ANN structures in this example. Sub model 1-3 have 

three design variables as inputs, frequency in additional input. Sub model 4 has two 

design variables as inputs, frequency in additional input. All four sub models have six 

outputs, which are real and imaginary parts o f Su , S21 and S22, respectively. Sub model 

1-3 have 36072 training samples while sub model 4 has 37408 training samples.

After training data are obtained by simulations from CST Microwave Studio for each 

sub model, the conventional method o f sub-models training is to train one sub-model
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Figure 4.5 Structure o f a cavity microwave bandpass filter with structural decomposition

after another. We propose to train these four sub models simultaneously on four computer 

nodes by PMAT-C algorithm. Each node will be distributed for one sub model and 

invoke NeuroModeler Plus to execute ANN training process. Although structure o f sub 

model 4 is different than the other three sub models, it can still be trained concurrently 

with the other three sub models since PMAT-C treats one sub model as one independent 

unit. The processor on each computer node is Intel Xeon E5640.

We also applied PMAT-G into the training o f these four sub models. The PMAT-G 

is running on a system consists o f two Nvidia GTX 570 GPUs. Each Nvidia GTX 570 

GPU has 480 stream processors formed in highly parallel structures. In order to make the 

most benefits of multiple GPUs, training samples are distributed on two GPUs. Certain 

data transfers between the two GPUs are made during the Back Propagation iterations as 

described in the previous section.
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Training Time

Speed UpSub 

Model 1

Sub 

Model 2

Sub 

Model 3

Sub 

Model 4
Total

Conventional

Method

13.25

min
12.63 13.59 9.45 48.92 N/A

PMAT-C 13.15 12.97 13.76 9.13 13.86 3.53

PMAT-G 0.26 0.24 0.26 0.17 0.93 52.60

Table 4.2 Speed up o f executing Parallel Multiple ANN Training

From Table 4.2, we can see that PMAT-C takes almost the same time as the 

conventional method to train each ANN. There is a slight difference which is caused by 

randomly generated weights. However, the conventional method trains ANNs one after 

another, the total training time is the summation o f the training time o f each ANN. 

PMAT-C trains four sub models simultaneously on four computer nodes. The total 

training time is the longest time o f the training time of each ANN. Some overheads o f 

PMAT-C are also included in the total training time, which mainly consists o f time for 

data transfer. PMAT-C achieves a speed up o f 3.53 against the conventional method. 

More speed up is expected to reach if more ANNs are presented.

We can also see that PMAT-G significantly reduced the ANN training time. PMAT- 

G is 52.60 times faster than the CPU. Due to the larger amount o f training data for each
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sub model, PMAT-G constructs matrices with large sizes. The matrix and the kernel 

operations are distributed among the parallel stream processors. PMAT-G is expected to 

have better performance against CPU with more training samples, since the number o f 

operations increases significantly with the increasing of number o f  training samples.

4.5 Summary

Parallel Multiple ANN Training on both CPU and GPU has been proposed. PMAT-C 

distributes multiple ANN training tasks in parallel on multiple computers with multiple 

processors on each computer. The advantage o f PMAT-C is that numerous kinds o f 

training algorithms can be applied to ANN training. Meanwhile, ANNs can be directly 

trained by matured neural network modeling software, the result files can be directly used 

for further implementation of neural network, such as the design optimization algorithm 

based on the neural network.

PMAT-G distributes ANN training on multiple GPUs with multiple stream 

processors on each GPU. The advantage o f PMAT-G is that it achieves very high speed 

ups by taking advantage of vast number o f stream processors on the GPU. With the rapid 

development o f GPU hardware technology, GPU has a brand future for parallel 

computation.
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Chapter 5

Wide-Range Parametric Modeling Technique for Microwave 

Filters Using Parallel Computational Approach

5.1 Introduction

In recent years, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been recognized as a 

powerful technique for parametric microwave device modeling [1], However, developing 

an accurate and efficient parametric ANN model with wide-range input parameters is still 

a challenge. This is because that the number o f hidden neurons and amount of data 

required for ANN training increase very fast with the wider range o f input parameters. 

Conventional ANNs requires a complex structure to learn the input-output relationship. 

Large amounts o f CPU time are consumed on EM simulation for data generation as well 

as on ANN training. Various advanced techniques have been introduced to reduce the cost 

o f establishing ANN model such as modular neural network [18][74]. However, these 

techniques are not directly suitable for microwave filters with wide-range parameters.

An efficient Parallel Model Decomposition (PMD) technique for microwave filters 

with wide-range parameters is proposed. In this technique, the overall ranges o f input 

parameters are decomposed into several small ranges. Multiple ANNs, considered as 

sub-models, are developed. Training data are then generated within the range o f each
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sub-model using Design o f  Experiments (DOE) method to ensure sufficient training data 

are provided. Sub-models are trained to establish the relationship between input 

parameters and output responses within their own input parameter ranges. The proposed 

PMD technique executes training data generation by Parallel Automatic Data Generation 

(PADG) algorithm. Sub-models are simultaneously trained by integrating Parallel 

Multiple ANNs Training on Central Processing Unit (PMAT-C) algorithm. A 

multi-computer with multi-processor environment is applied to achieve maximum speed 

up. The proposed PMD technique reaches higher efficiency than conventional ANN 

modeling technique.

5.2 Proposed Parallel Model Decomposition Technique

Developing an accurate parametric ANN model would be challenging for 

microwave components with wide parameter ranges. Conventional ANN requires large 

amount o f training data due to wide input parameter ranges. It is expensive to generate 

large amount o f data for EM simulation. Meanwhile, the structure of conventional ANN 

is too complex so that conventional ANN requires large CPU time on ANN training. It is 

hard to build an accurate and efficient model using a single conventional ANN. We 

propose to decompose input parameter ranges into smaller parts to develop several 

independent sub-models. The range o f input parameters can be divided into different 

parts to simplify the structures o f the sub-models. Within each sub-model, training data 

sets are generated within the narrower input parameter ranges. Meanwhile, training data
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Figure 5.1 Framework o f proposed Parallel Model Decomposition (PMD) technique.

generation and sub-model ANN training are executed based on the integration o f  PADG 

and PMAT-C to achieve maximum speed up. Since sub-models are developed 

independently, each sub-model can be trained immediately after its training data has been 

generated to minimize data transfer. Figure 5.1 shows the framework o f proposed PMD 

technique.

Consider a microwave component with multiple geometrical design parameters, i.e., 

X =  [X j,  X 2 , . . .  , X„]  , where n is the number o f input parameters o f a model. Given the
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maximum and minimum value off h input parameters as X™m and X "™*. Let T  be an

number o f divisions o f each inputs. The total number o f sub-models is m = a] x x ... x

where the symbol pair L J means the round o ff number and the operator mod represents 

the remainder number.

After the lower and upper boundaries o f the input parameters determined, each 

sub-model will be trained by an independent ANN. Let jc, be a vector representing input 

parameters for f h sub-model. Frequency is an additional input. Let y, be a vector 

representing model outputs and d, be a vector representing EM simulations outputs for f h 

sub-model, respectively. Each sub-model has its own training sets vector 7} so that can be 

trained individually. The training error o f  i h sub-model is expressed as

Tx-space vector o f training sets. Let a  = [a/, a?, ..., a„] be a vector representing the

a„. Let x, be a vector representing i h sub-model inputs. The minimum and maximum

value o ff h input parameters for i hsub-model can be determined as

x r + P u x  -  x t ) 7 a j

j f f + i x r *  - X J in) l a j
max

(5.1)

(5.2)

n n- 1

(5.3)
y=i ;=o

Where fi,j is the weight off h input for i h sub-model that can be extracted from Equation

(5.3) as

(5.4)
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^  xeT, feFj (5.5)

7’ =  { A : K ” < A :< Jc“ai}

where P is the total number o f training geometry samples, F, is the frequency range o f i h

sub-model, h», is a vector containing weight parameters o f i h sub-model, x"'”and x~“ are

Equation (5.2). Each sub-model can has individual frequency range called local 

frequency range, or each sub-model can has the same frequency range as the other 

sub-models called global frequency range. The average training error o f all sub-models is 

considered as the overall training error, which is expresses as

The training objective is to minimize the average training error. Because the computation 

o f training error E, is completely independent o f the computation o f £*, where i is not 

equal to k, the formulation is naturally suitable for parallel training. Once trained, each 

sub-model provides sub-response for its own input parameter range with its own 

frequency range if  applied. The combination o f all sub-models covers the overall ranges 

o f input parameters.

Parallel computational approaches with the integration o f  PADG and PMAT-C on 

hybrid distributed-shared memory architecture are implemented to accelerate training 

data generation and ANN training procedures. The hybrid distributed-shared memory 

architecture consists o f multiple computers with multiple processors on each computer.

the lower and upper boundary o f the i h sub-model defined by Equation (5.1) and

(5.6)
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Parallel training data generation tasks are distributed to multiple processors across 

multiple nodes by strategies defined from Equation (3.1) to Equation (3.3). Parallel 

multiple ANN training tasks are distributed similarly* by strategies defined by Equation

(4.1) and Equation (4.2). Since both PADG and PMAT-C are designed to achieve 

maximum speed up, the parallel computational approach for the proposed PMD 

technique makes maximum utilization o f computation resources to achieve maximum 

speed up.

5.3 Application Example of a Quasi-Elliptic Filter

5.3.1 50 ~ 70GHz with Global Frequency Range for Each Sub-Model

In order to illustrate the validity o f the proposed PMD technique, we use a 

Quasi-Elliptic filter example shown in Figure 5.2. The filter model has four geometrical 

design parameters, i.e., X =  [5/, S* Sj, L]T. The minimum and maximum values o f input 

parameters areXT" = [70, 90, 170, 380]r and X mca = [130, 130, 230, 420]r. Frequency is

Figure 5.2 Structure o f a Quasi-Elliptic filter. This filter model has four wide range 

geometrical parameters as inputs.
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an additional input. Each sub-model has the same frequency range as the other 

sub-models, which ranges from 50 GHz to 70 GHz with a step size o f 0.1 GHz. The 

model has four outputs, i.e., y  = [RSu, ISu, RS21, IS2i]T, which are real and imaginary 

parts o f Sn  and S21, respectively. Four input parameter ranges are decomposed into 

different parts with division vector a  = [2,2,2,3]T, which composes 24 sub-models. The 

4-layer perception structure with 15 hidden neurons for each hidden layer is used for each 

sub-model.

Number

of

Training

Sets

Conventional ANN Proposed PMD ANN

Number of 

Hidden 

Neurons per 

Layer

Training

Error

(%)

Testing

Error

(%)

Number o f 

Hidden 

Neurons per 

Layer

Training

Error

(%)

Testing

Error

(%)

24 * 32 

= 768

30 2.13 5.42

15 0.58 1.6840 1.85 6.03

50 1.53 6.98

2 4 * 4 9  

= 1176

30 2.73 4.98

15 0.94 1.2640 2.69 5.87

50 2.23 6.36

Table 5.1 Comparison o f training results for 24 sub-models with 50 ~ 70 GHz global 

frequency range
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We obtained a small average training error and a small average testing error o f for all 

the 24 sub-models as shown in Table 5.1. Compared with conventional ANN technique, 

sub-models are trained more accurately and more efficiently after the decomposition of 

input parameter ranges. Wide-range output responses are too complicated for a 

conventional neural network to learn the behavior accurately within limited training 

iterations based on large number o f training sets. From Table 5.1, we can see that even 

with a complex ANN structure, the training error o f conventional ANN is still large. 

Further addition o f hidden neurons will make ANN structure more complex and then 

increase ANN training time, which makes ANN model furthermore less efficiently. The 

proposed PMD technique develops multiple sub-models with simple structure, and then 

trains each sub-model independently. If  more training data sets are applied, i.e., 49 

training data samples for each sub-model and the total number of training data samples 

for all sub-models is 1176, the average testing error could be even smaller while the 

average training error is still small. Due to the simpler ANN structure for sub-models 

with smaller number o f hidden neurons than conventional ANN model structure, CPU 

time of training ANNs sequentially could be reduced as shown in Table 5.3.
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Number o f Training Sets 24 * 32 = 768 2 4 * 4 9  = 1176

Sequential 2334.87(min) 3394.6 l(min)

Parallel with 24 Threads 112.01(min) 167.27(min)

Speed Up 20.83 20.29

Table 5.2 Comparison o f  data generation time for 24 sub-models with 50 ~ 70 GHz 

global frequency range

# o f Training Sets 24 * 32 = 768 24 * 4 9 =  1176

Conventional ANN without Parallel 1091.80(min) 1616.73(min)

Proposed PMD ANN without Parallel 297.43 (min) 459.78(min)

Speed Up due to Decomposition 3.67 3.52

Proposed PMD ANN 

with 24 Parallel Processors
13.54(min) 20.88(min)

Speed Up due to Parallel Computation 21.97 22.02

Total Speed Up by PMD Technique 80.64 77.43

Table 5.3 Comparison o f ANN training time for 24 sub-models with 50 ~ 70 GHz global 

frequency range
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Parallel computational approaches are implemented for both EM simulation data 

generation and ANN training processes on a cluster to achieve high speed ups. The 

cluster consists o f nine computer nodes. Each node is equipped with two quad-core CPUs 

with hyper-threading technology providing sixteen parallel threads. 24 licenses are 

available for Ansoft HFSS simulator. Parallel task distribution is performed based on 

Equation (3.1) to Equation (3.3) and Equation (4.1) and Equation (4.2). In this example, 

the first six nodes use three processors and the last three nodes use two processors, which 

give a total number of 24 parallel processors for all nine nodes. 768 and 1176 EM 

simulations could then be done by PADG within 32 and 49 iterations, respectively. Speed 

ups o f over 20 times are achieved as shown in Table 5.2. Furthermore, all 24 sub-models 

can be trained separately and concurrently on 24 processors across eight nodes. We obtain 

speed ups o f around 22 times for ANN training processes compared with training 

sub-models sequentially. The parallel computational approach is a powerful method for 

accelerating both training data generation and ANN model training processes. Meanwhile, 

it is flexible and expandable when more training data sets and more sub-models are 

provided.

The accuracy o f the proposed PMD technique is confirmed by the comparison o f the 

magnitude o f Sn and S21 o f sub-models and EM simulation for four filters as shown in 

Figure 5.3. The geometrical values and output responses o f these four filters covers a 

wide range. Four filters are modeled by four different sub-models.
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Figure 5.3 Comparison o f  outputs of the proposed ANN model and EM simulation for 

four filters with parameters belong to four different sub-models.
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5.3.2 40 ~ 80GHz with Local Frequency Range for Each Sub-Model

Consider a wider input parameter range for the Quasi-Elliptic filter shown in Figure 

5.2. The minimum and maximum values o f input parameters are X m,n = [40, 120, 150, 

320]t and A *” = [140,180, 250, 460]T. The frequency range is also expanded to be from 

40GHz to 80GHz with a step size o f 0.1 GHz. Due to the wider input parameter ranges 

and wider frequency range, we propose to increase the number o f divisions for each input 

parameter. More sub-models are developed and the input parameter ranges in each 

sub-model are still kept narrow. We use a division vector a  = [5, 3, 3, 4\ T, which 

composes 108 sub-models. The minimum and maximum value o f each input parameter in 

each sub-model can be determined by Equation (5.1) to Equation (5.4). In each 

sub-model, 32 and 49 training data sets are generated as identical to Section 5.3.1 to 

compare the accuracy o f the sub-models, which requires 3456 and 5292 sets o f training 

data to be generated, respectively. ANN training data generation is executed by PADG 

with 24 parallel threads across nine computer nodes. 3456 and 5292 set o f training data 

can be generated within 144 and 221 iterations, respectively.

Table 5.4 shows the comparison o f ANN training data generation time for 108 

sub-models by PADG with 24 parallel threads. We obtained speed ups o f 20.63 and 20.37 

against the conventional sequential training data generation.
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# o f Training Sets 108 * 32 = 3456 108*49 = 5292

Sequential 12900.35(min) 19723.86(min)

PADG with 24 threads 625.32(min) 968.28(min)

Speed Up 20.63 20.37

Table 5.4 Comparison of ANN training data generation time for 108 sub-models

Conventional ANN Proposed PMD ANN

Number of 

Training Sets

Number of 

Hidden 

Neurons per 

Layer

Training

Error

Testing

Error

Number o f 

Hidden 

Neurons per 

Layer

Training

Error

Testing

Error

108 * 32

=3456

30 3.59 % 5.82 %

40 2.83 % 6.68 % 15 1.28% 2.82 %

50 2.25 % 7.33 %

108 * 49

=5292

30 4.25 % 5.41 %

40 3.94 % 6.27 % 15 1.56% 2.33 %

50 3.46 % 6.94 %

Table 5.5 Comparison of ANN training results for 108 sub-models with global frequency 

range o f 40 ~ 80 GHz
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ANN training for 108 sub-models is executed by PMAT-C with 108 parallel threads 

across nine nodes. ANN training task distribution is determined by Equation (4.1) to 

Equation (4.2) as twelve ANNs are trained simultaneously on each node. From Table 5.5, 

we can see that small training error and small testing are achieved compared with 

conventional ANN, while the proposed PMD ANN structure is much simpler than the 

conventional ANN.

For microwave filters with wide parameters, designers are focused on the specific 

frequency range where the filters provide best performance. For example, Figure 5.4 

shows the magnitude of Sn and S21 for a set o f 32 training data that belong to one 

sub-model. We can see that these 32 filter structures have the best performance 

centralized within the frequency range approximately from 49.3GHz to 69.3GHz. This 

frequency range is actually considered to be the working frequency range for filers with 

parameter values between the upper and lower boundary of that sub-model.

We propose to apply the frequency range refinement strategy to determine the 

working frequency range for each sub-model. Each sub-model is proposed to have its 

own working frequency range for the input parameter value between the minimum and 

maximum value determined by PMD. The working frequency range is called local 

frequency range for each sub-model. If frequency range refinement is requested, PMD 

will search for the frequency points where the first and the last resonances occur for all 

training sets for each sub-model. The average value o f the lowest frequency point and the 

highest frequency point is referred as the central frequency o f a sub-model for the refined
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frequency range.

There are two benefits to have local frequency range for each sub-model. There are 

less frequency points that contained in the training data after applying frequency range 

refinement. The cut off frequency points are outside the working frequency range so that 

they are not considered to be modeled by ANNs. Thus, the speed o f sub-model ANN 

training will be significantly increased. Meanwhile, the accuracy o f each sub-model will 

be improved since each sub-model concentrates upon the selected local frequency range. 

It is easier for sub-models to establish accurate input-output relationship within the 

individual local frequency range than the global frequency range. The combination o f all 

sub-models with local frequency range still covers the entire global frequency range.

From Figure 5.5, we can see that the local frequency range for this sub-model is 

refined to be from 49.3 GHz to 69.3 GHz. Compare Figure 5.5 with Figure 5.4, the 

number o f frequency points is reduced from 401 to 201. Each sub-model is applied with 

the same frequency range refinement strategy to have 201 frequency points within its 

own individual local frequency range. Each sub-model may has different local frequency 

range from the other sub-models. The combination o f all sub-models covers the entire 

global frequency range. Table 5.6 shows the comparison o f average training error, 

average testing error and total training time o f all 108 sub-models. We can see that the 

accuracy o f sub-models has been increased by applying frequency range refinement 

strategy. Meanwhile, due to the fewer frequency point, the sub-models training time has 

been prominently reduced.
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Figure 5.4 Magnitude of Sn o f 32 training data sets before applying frequency range 

refinement. The 32 training data sets are generated for one sub-model
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Figure 5.5 The magnitude o f Sn o f 32 training data sets after applying frequency 

selection. The 32 training data sets are generated for one sub-model.
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Number of 

Training Sets

Before Frequency Selection After Frequency Selection

Training

Error

Testing

Error

Training

Time

Training

Error

Testing

Error

Training

Time

108 * 32= 3456 1.28% 2.82 % 59.99 (min) 0.81 % 2.08 % 29.76 (min)

108 * 49 = 5292 1.56% 2.33 % 93.18 (min) 1.18% 1.74% 45.68 (min)

Table 5.6 Comparison o f proposed PMD ANN training results and training time by 

parallel multiple ANN training on CPU before and after frequency selection

# o f Training Sets 108 * 32 = 3456 108 * 49 = 5292

Conventional ANN without Parallel 6285.66 (min) 9482.08 (min)

Proposed PMD ANN without Parallel 1681.14 (min) 2614.27 (min)

Speed Up due to Decomposition 3.74 3.63

Proposed PMD ANN 

with 108 Parallel Processors
29.76 (min) 45.68 (min)

Speed Up due to Parallel Computation 56.49 57.23

Total Speed Up by PMD Technique 211.21 207.74

Table 5.7 Comparison of ANN training time for 108 sub-models with local frequency 

ranges
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The comparison o f sub-models training time with conventional ANN is shown in 

Table 5.7. We can see that due to the sample structure and local frequency range o f each 

sub model, speed ups o f 3.74 and 3.63 have been achieved by the model decomposition 

technique for 32 and 49 training sets for each sub-model, respectively. The 108 

sub-models training is executed simultaneously on 108 parallel threads, which lead to 

speed ups of 56.49 and 57.23 due to parallel multiple ANN training. PMD technique 

achieves over 200 speed ups against conventional ANN. PMD technique provides an 

accurate and efficient modeling technique with frequency selection strategy. Figure 5.6 

shows the comparison o f the magnitude o f Su and S2i o f sub-models and EM simulation 

for six filters, which are modeled by six different sub-models.

5.4 Summary

An efficient parametric modeling technique for microwave components with 

wide-range parameters has been propose. The proposed Parallel Model Decomposition 

(PMD) technique decomposes the range o f input parameters of ANN model into several 

smaller ranges to develop multiple sub-models. A unified algorithm has been proposed to 

determine the lower and upper boundaries of input parameters for each sub-model. The 

proposed PMD technique executes training data generation by the PADG technique and 

multiple sub-models training by PMAT-C technique. The proposed sub-modeling 

technique provides an accurate and fast prediction o f the EM behavior o f microwave 

components with wide-range parameters.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison o f outputs o f the proposed ANN model and EM simulation for six 

filters with parameters belong to six different sub-models.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Research

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis has presented wide-range parametric modeling technique for microwave 

components utilizing parallel computational approaches as Parallel Automatic Data 

Generation (PADG) technique and Parallel Multiple ANN Training (PMAT) technique.

Data generation is the most computationally intensive stage in Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANNs) modeling technique since the detailed EM/physics/circuit simulation 

are usually CPU expensive. The proposed PADG technique accelerates data generation 

process on hybrid distributed-shared memory computer architecture and achieves 

maximum speed up based on the available computational resources. The PADG 

technique distributes simulation tasks to multiple processors across multiple interconnect 

computers and drives multiple simulators simultaneously on all parallel processors. A 

unified task distribution strategy has been proposed to automatically distribute simulation 

tasks based on the computational resources provided by user. Application example o f 

data generation by Ansoft HFSS for an interdigital band-pass filter has demonstrated that 

the proposed PADG technique achieves high speed up and high parallel efficiency on a
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cluster. Therefore, the PADG technique can be used in any neural network data 

generation stage.

We have also introduced two parallel approaches for multiple ANNs training. During 

the ANN training stage, multiple ANNs can be trained concurrently on multiple parallel 

processors by the proposed Parallel Multiple ANN Training on Parallel Multiple ANNs 

Training on Central Processing Unit (PMAT-C) technique. The ANN training on each 

processor can be executed either by classic ANN training algorithms or invoking neural 

network modeling software. ANN training task distribution strategy has been presented. 

Another novel parallel approach is to parallelize the Back Propagation (BP) algorithm on 

a computer with multiple Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). The proposed Parallel 

Multiple ANNs Training on Graphics Processing Unit (PMAT-G) technique uses the 

batch mode update method of BP algorithm and takes full advantages o f the highly 

parallel structure o f GPUs. The implementation o f BP algorithm on multiple GPUs has 

been proposed for the first time with data transfer between multiple GPUs. The proposed 

PMAT-G technique minimizes the overhead o f  data transfer between GPU memory and 

system memory. A modular neural network application example has been presented to 

demonstrate the advantages o f both PMAT-C technique and PMAT-G technique in 

multiple ANNs training.

An efficient parametric modeling technique for microwave components with wide- 

range parameters has been introduced. The proposed Parallel Model Decomposition 

(PMD) technique decomposes the range o f input parameters o f ANN model into several 

smaller ranges to develop multiple sub-models. Each input parameter range can be 

decomposed to different parts than the others. A unified algorithm has been proposed to
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determine the lower and upper boundaries o f input parameters for each sub-model. The 

data generation stage is executed by PADG technique. The sub-models training are 

implemented by PMAT-C technique. Compared with conventional ANN modeling 

technique, the proposed PMD technique achieves higher accuracy and higher efficiency 

with simple sub-model structure by using parallel computational approaches. The 

proposed sub-modeling technique provides an accurate and fast prediction o f the EM 

behavior o f microwave components with wide-range parameters.

6.2 Future Research

Artificial Neural Networks have been proved as a powerful technology for RF and 

microwave modeling and design. Neural networks are genetic that they can be achieved 

at all aspects o f RF/microwave design such as modeling, simulation, optimization and 

synthesis. The development o f the PADG technique has addressed the acceleration o f 

data generation by microwave simulators. As neural networks can be utilized at all levels 

o f RF/microwave design including circuits and systems, the next step o f the PADG 

development is to provide a universal module that can be easily programmed by user to 

drive any kind o f existing and future simulators.

As demonstrated in the thesis, GPUs can provide remarkable performance gains than 

CPUs for intensive computations. An interesting topic following the idea o f the PMAT-G 

technique would be the development o f BP algorithm for multiple hidden layers. Other 

ANN training algorithms also have potential to be parallelized on GPUs to achieve 

conspicuous speed ups. Moreover, the PMAT-G technique can also be integrated into the

8 8



Parallel Automatic Model Generation (PAMG) algorithm to further reduce the cost o f 

developing an accurate ANN model.

Based on the benefits of the PMD technique, another interesting topic would be 

developing an automatic modeling decomposition algorithm for any ANN model with 

complex structure. The algorithm should accurately predict the complexity o f ANN 

model structure and decompose the input parameter ranges o f ANN model. It is also 

desirable to automatically deicide how many sub-models to be developed.

Expanding the proposed techniques in this thesis with these suggestions would make 

neural network model development more efficient and more intelligent. These techniques 

would further enable the RF/microwave designers to obtain benefit o f apply neural 

network technology.
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